
BEHERE NOW.O'
fifteen years on

Tana Edye interuiews Richard Alpert-

BABA RAM DASS

Al certoin points olong ihe poth of
history there oppeor prophets ond
visionories-speciol people who seem
to perceive life more cleorly ond who
ore oble to shed their insighr wirh
porliculor potency. One such mon is
BABA RAM DASS (formerly Richord
Alperl), whose philosophy "Be Here
Now" wos the bonner ond the cotch-cry
for lhe 'New Age'seekers of lhe'60s.
Tono Edye coughl up wilh Bqbo Rom
Doss eorlier this yeor in ihe deporture
lounge of Sydney's lnlernotionol Airporl
ond recorded this enlightening interview.

In the talk you g,ave at Willoughby Town Hall January
last, you described living on the sarne property as your
patents, and the meatfumes wafting acrossfrom their
kitchen whilst you were lraintaining a lifestyle of rice,
dahl and washing in cold water, the temptations of "just
one pizza won't hurt me" antd then sneaking away to
have one. How did youfinally resolve this situation?

I was trying to hold on to my virginity as long as I could
and then I saw that all the stuff I was trying to push away
was in me and that I was going to have to corne to terms
with it and come into harmony with my whole being as
in hurnan incarnation, but I've done it very gently and
slowly in stages. It's almost a timing matter where, as I
open up to it, if I am conscious of it, I get done with it
much more quickly. I get done with the more com-
pelling quality of it, the compelling quality of food, the
cornpelling quality of sex, the cornpelling quality of
luxury or power or any of these things and I keep
playing with them all the time. I keep playing with
money and power and fame and sex and all of these

things, just because they are part of my cultural
trackground, they're part of my habit structures of
response. I can't push them away,I can't make believe
they don't exist, nor can I get lost in them anymore. I've
gone from being afraid of getting lost in them to almost
taunting and teasing myself to see how.lost I can get.

So you've come to accepting the child within yourself
still growing and not getting hung up with the process?

Very much, accepting my humanity, desires and
jealousy, fear, raeie and anger. By accepting it, the
consciousness that surrounds it stays clearer. The
minute I don't accept it, I get caught up in throwing it
away. It's a slow process. A lot of people who say I am
doing contra are really just rationalising their lust, but
there are ways of balancin$ between the space of aware-
ness that you have and the identification with the
impulses and desires, and so it's a very fine balancing
act. You can go too far into horny celibacy or you can go
too far into acting out - there is no simple rule of the
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garne. Each person has got to listen in their heart to
s'here they are at, what they can transmute and what
they can't, because every act done with attachment,
rvhere you are primarily lost into the thing itself,
strengthens the karmic problem. It just keeps creating
more stuff and every act that is done with even a little bit
of spaciousness around it, starts to extricate you from it.
It rvould be nice if the percentage of spaciousness were
5170. Most of us are working with about 27", just a rate of
alvareness, as lust takes over or desire takes over.

The whole garne is truth with oneself. You can be
successful in conning other people/ but you can't really
con yourself for too long. If you want to become free,
you have to be really straight with yourself and some-
tirnes it can be incredibly painful, because you see what
a fraud you are, you see how you pervefi spiritual
Ianguage, spiritual role, ever5rthing..

With the accelerating degree of global stress we are
all eyperiencing, the enerty problerns andfood short-
ages which are becorning more widespread, what
solutions can you see? Do you.feel the best we can do is
weather the :rtorrn and. keep ourindividual acts
together, or do you feel we can institute change
through social reforrns in tirne?

I agree that things will get much heavier, for many
many reasons. The instability of the alignment of the
power structures. The unfairness of the United States
being 6Vo of the world's population using 4O-SO% of the
natural resources. That kind of standin$ on the
mountain top is very unstable. If economics can't be pre-
served by military might, you've got the change-of-
power thing. All of it is up for grabs now, it can be very
frightening or very exciting. It's very frightening if you
are trying to hold on to the model of how it used to be.
It's very exciting if you can flow with changie, right? And
if vou realise you don't need much to survive and that if
vou don't survive - that's OK too - then you're really
free - then you can really play - if you've died a few
tirnes.

Now in answer to your question specifically about
social change. Gandhi's statement was very powerful: "If
!'ou reduce yourself to zeto your pgwer is
irresistible". If there's nobody doing it, then it's just
dharma being done, it's the way of things - you are
merely an instrument of the way of things. I don't know
n'hether or not the world is to end or to come throu$h,
n'hether half the people are going to die, whether we're
going to find peace. NIy part in it, the quieter I am, is to
share dharma, is to work to relieve suffering. I will keep
104

t1 , , the pendulum swings, so
that in the 70s . . . ycru get the
college culture that just want
to drink beer, become lawyers
and rip off the society. "

doing that, but as the Gita says - there are two rules that
are right on. One says, "do not identify with being the
actor", and the other is "do not be attached to the fruits
of your action". I will work to make peace in the world
and help us change the political climate. I'm doing it
because that is what I do. I'm sitting behind it, I'm not
identified with doing it. I'm doing it because that,s the
part I do, just like my heart's beating, but I'm not beating
it, and the other part is that how it comes out is how it
comes out - that's in God's hands. All I am doing is my
part to make it beautiful, because the minute I get
caught in the good guys and the bad guys, the minute I
get caught in the polarities, all I am doing is proliferating
and extending the paranoia and separateness . . . and so
you become the creator of the problem.

And not part of the solution . . .
You become the creator of the problem. The hippies

created the police in the '6os and the police created the
hippies. They kept saying "there is more of them, we
need more of us", "there's more of us, we need more of
them", and the whole thing got polarised and in,68 it was
really polarised between the governrnent and the
Vietnam conflict and so on. And now I think there is a
more sophisticated appreciation. Carter represented a
more sophisticated understanding, in a way, of the fact
that we are all one, but he didn't have the charisma or
the toughness to play the other part of it, because there
are many planes of reality simultaneously. Like Reagan
is going to say, "Look, the fact that Russia is training
more terrorists than anybody else in the world at this
moment - we're going to have to fight this directly head
on - we're gonna have to be strong". It's OK to play that
part: even in Monopoly you've got to play your part to
hold on to.Park Avenue and Mayfair, but at the same
moment you don't get lost in it and you realise that we,re
all one and you keep that consciousness going simul-
taneously. That's the difference between statesmanship
and political power and unfortunately Rea€ian doesn,t
reflect the other balance of it. Now, for a while I backed
Jemy Brown, but then I didn't feel his heart and I kept
sayirig, "Jerry - I don't'feel your heart" - 

,,you say it
beautifully, you're a nice Jesuit, you know'yo.t'"e as
smart as hell, and you know just how to say it - but I
don't feel your heart and I really feel we need com-
passion in our statesmen." So this year Wavy Gravy and I
went to the Republican Primaries in New Hampshire
and we ran a candidate - 

,,Nobody for president,, -(laughter) because nobody could solve our economic
problems and nobody cares. There were a number of
criteria by which one would elect Nobody for president.
We had Nobody driving at the back of a pinto because
Nobody in their right mind would drive in the back of a
Pinto and so on. You can make your political statements
very lightly. I really don't feel that politics is the initiator
of social change. I don't think it's a viable vehicle for
social change. I think that the individual human heart is
the only social institution worth its salt. All the rest of
them come and go.
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You tnentioned the youth rnoventent of the '6Os and
the uneasiness thal d'eveloped out of that period. A lot
of individuals resolved their differences with society
ind found a way to channel their energies effectively
and creatively and a lot didn't, who were, and still are,
at a loss to find a way to interact without feeling
negative about- it. What do you think about this
situation?

During the '6os we all cased it and touched something.
Rock'n'roll reflected it - we exploded into a new kind of
consciousness - a relative reality, but lve brou$ht with
us all of our karma - all of our ego tripping. One could
observe that in America, for example, what happened
was the minute this new way of seeing things started
having any juice at all, it really attracted all the power
playeis and it immediately got ripped off and it turned
back into a worldly dimension, because we weren't then
pure enough. I remember being a representative of the
hippies to meet with the Hopis in Hoptavilla, which is
where the elders are (the elders ranged from about 6o to
12o years old) to have a HopiHippy Be'In in Grand
Capyon. I was the representative of the hippies from San
Francisco, Haight Ashbury, and I could feel that we
couldn't get by the living room - we'd never $et into the
kitchen, where the action really was for the Hopis,
because we were just slobs. I mean, our groups were
screwing by their well and we were handin$ feathers
out to the kids and you just don't do that' They weren't
sensitive enough to the culture, they were just too gross

- we were iust too $ross and we were too $reedy to tell
of something that had happened to us, when we really
had a lot of purification to defend. The imprrrities of the
way we did it then had a reaction and the pendulurn
swings, so that in the '70s, in the US, you get the colle$e
cuituie that iust want to drink beer, become lawyers and
rip off the society. It's back to materialism again and it's
hitred for the'6os, not iust a reiection, but a hatred for it

- and yet it's in everybody' Chan$es occurred and thel''
are in everytrody. It's really that the fad part of it had the
pendulum effect and so people u'ent from being phonl'
holy to phony unholy - which is exactlv the same thing'
I mean, you'd meet the old Hari Krishnas in the bar
drinking beer. They would still have that yearning for
meditation and Spirit and God that they had touched,
trut they were reacting against that and so you see the
pendulum. Behind the pendulum, in fact, something
really has happened from the '6os and it's very wide-
spread and still going on.

(At this point I was tempted to mention Ram Dass

downing a beer when I returned with him to the bar at
the airport, but I had two thoughts' one was his answer
to my first question which had allowed an ample degree
of flexibility in life's situations and the other was the fact
that our time was running out and I wanted to get on
with ir).

Then we e2tperience the tragedy of John Lennonb
death in NYC. Do youfeel that these sorts of events are
symptornatic of the deterioration of our society or that
it's an unfortunate aspect of our lot? Is the whole
system getting reallY screwed uP?

I think that when you play with power, worldly power
at all, you realise that you attract people and you are
very vulnerable under those conditions. And that really
is a condition of the human condition' You can't really
see it necessarily as the beginning of the end . . . I don't
see it as a great portent of horrible thin$s to come - I
think homible things may well come - but I don't see

John's death as that. I think John's death is something
that could happen to anybody, under those conditions,
and it's amazing it doesn't happen to more people. The
way the media work, they allow for an identification
that is almost obgcenely intimate between the follower
and the media figure and all the neuroses can then
manifest in that way. That guy apparently literally
thought he was John Lennon and the other $uy was an
impostor and he just had to get rid of the impostor' I've
*olked in mental hospitals and I know how real
psychoses are, that's nothin$, that is part of the tir-nes,
just part of the nature of things. I thought it was a very
powerful statement that touched a lot of people very
deeply.

And thefact that it was him that died and not one of
the others. . .

Oh veatr, 'cause he rvas the real poet. He was an
incredible being and somethin$ of the '6os died at that
moment too. And he rvas a symbol of'that, no doubt we
all felt that happen. The other part of that that is

interesting is because of the intense relationship that
John and Yoko had - John was really having a new
birth. The only thing was, that that one wasn't going to
be allowed to happen this time round. I think he was
growing in an exquisite way. Yoko was the greatest thing
ifrat trappened to John after his initial thing with the
Beatles, 6ecause otherwise people just burn up in those
situations.

I think Double Fantasy is evidence of that, particu-
larly' W ornan' and'starting Ov er'. With' W ornan', J ohn
seented to have reached a beautiful understanding
within himsetf and achieved a rare balanr.ce between the
male andfernale aspects of his own being.

I thought it was incredible. I met Yoko and John and I
didn't really like Yoko and Yoko didn't like rne because
Yoko's a power tripper, but besides that, she is a hell of a
good woman and she really cleaned up John's act a lot'
i{e had the wisdom to surrender into it and the result
was a new kind of power coming out. And we, maybe,
are in a society that isn't ready to have that kind of
power yel.

" Yoko's a power tripper but
. , . she is a hell of a good
woman and she rallY clsned
up John's act a lot. He had the
wisdom to surrender into it. "



Yet it aould be the sort of quality that's necessaryfor
our" ttanacendence on a larger scale . . .

I don't write the script, I don't know. I just don't have
any models about it.
'Are youfamiliar with Dante's 'Inferno'?
Yes.
He depicts lhefinal test before liberation as love (the

virtue) or lust (the siil and that havirtg achieved purifi-
cation on this level, then one passes into the garden of
paranlise. He says the trick is to be able to ernbrace, but
not to g,et caught in the emhrace and not to not ernbrace

-tobeabletoletgo...
Exactly. It's the garden of infinite delights.
In regard to thefeminine aspect of our society, sotne

religions and sects regard. the birth of afernale as a
form of punishrnent for the parents, such as the
Krishnas. How do youfeel about this?

In the villages that I live in (in India), the wornen hang
out in the kitchen and the men are in the living room.
The women are the heart of the matter but they are
segregated and when I look at ttre women they seem
very joyful and harmonious with their part - they don't
seem persecuted and put down at all, whereas I know
that an American woman would shriek at the thought of
this role. I think that you have got to see the cultural
context in which things come and within that particular
little segment which is the Krishna movement as
interpreted by Bhaktivedanta, whoever he was, you've
got the kind of quality which for Westerners seems a
little bizarre. I certainly don't agree to it, I can under-
stand the culture it came out of, but begging in airports
feels inappropriate to the kind of cultures which they're
trying to move their religion to.

What about in Western civilisation where wornen are
still regarded pretty chauvinistically by men?

Yes, but less and less. The only thing that is the error of
the women's liberation movement is that the game isn't
to have everybody turn into a man.

No, of coulse not.
And the question is, what does it mean to honour the

sexual differences? What does it mean to honour one's
womaness? The more rnature qualities of the women's
liberation movement have $one beyond the - we want
equal opportunities to change tyres and things like that

- into a quality of 'vive la difference'. But just a respect
for the difference, rather than a judgement against the
difference.

I don't think women ever particularly wanted to go
out and change the tyres. I think they were tnerely
making a statement that tried to cottrnrurticate their
willingness to help with the ntet{s work in return for
the men helping the wornen in theirs. And also that
wofiten had realised the untruths behind the mystique
of men's lahours, and that they were really jttst as well
106

tt ff you're Soing to use
relationships as a vehicle for
liberation you've got to keep it
right out front and if it doesnT
feel good, you've got to
screglm like hell. tt

equipped to deal with previorrcIy rnale dorninated areas
if they needed to without having to further corn-
promise their dignity and. independence, as they may
have had lo in the past.

We've got a long way to catch up and I don't think
there's any doubt that women are a group that has been
persecuted. The only thing you've got to be careful of is
that the cure isn't worse than the illness and that the
cure in America, for example, is very horrible. When
you're seeing the cure, you see women who are very
alienated from their biological beings and they have lost
their kind of intuitive, emotional, emotive qualities,
because they have been so identified with that kind of
head trip.

In India, you see the marria$es which are airanged by
the astrologer. First of all, the couple don't even meet
each other beforehand (in the village I live in), because
it's not a personality marriage; it's understood that the
woman provides the shakti, the emotion, the stability,
the earthing, the grounding. The man t'ries to get as high
as he can and if he gets high, she goes up with him. A
woman has the ability to get high much easier than a
rnan, but also she's got the earth pull because she has the
nesting quality - to keep the species going - and so you
have both pulls in a woman. The man is more caught in
his head, he has a harder time getting out. When he gets
out, there's nothing to pull him back, that,s why it ends
up that there are more men in caves in India and there,s
all that tradition. Now those are built into the quality of
the incarnation - it doesn't mean better or worse.

What is yout owtt attitude towards tnamiage?
Well, I perform marriages, I'm a,marryer, although I

don't do it very often. I understand a conscious marriage
(which is the only kind that I am interested in) is where
you come together with another person in order to
become liberated. The twd come together in order to
recognise the one that lies within and then we dance as
two, so that it's this flickering between one and two, one
and two, and for that there has to be TRUTH, and for
truth to exist, the relationship walks the very fine line
between cosmos and chaos and to expect the relation-
ship to be stable and comfortable, that has nothing to do
with awakening, because awakening is very volatile,
very volatile, and it's nothin$ you can put on the back
burner. If you're going to use relationships as a vehicle
for liberation, you've got to keep it right out front and if
it doesn't feel good, you've €lot to scream like hell. you
can't just rnake it nice and put it away. It's scary and
demanding.and a full blast. . . relationship yoga, which
is tantra, not of the sexual sense, only of the broader
sense, is one of the most excitin$, but volatile and high
risk types of sadhana (spiritual practice) you can imagine
and to me that's what marriage is about, in the eyes of
God. Most people have lost it and they've iust rnade it in
the eyes of human and it's like the difference between,



what I call acquired karma, a brother and sister. You
can't trade each other in, but if you pick a partner, that's
acquired karma. Friends are acquired karma; when you
get bored with bowlin$, the friends you made at the
bowling alley sort of fall away, because you don't have
anything in common. On the other hand, you can't trade
in brothers or fathers or children or things like that.

What about in the case of soul rnates?
Well, historically, a relationship which was a marriage

of soul mates - meaning it was something you enter
into - you took it on as given karma. No matter how bad
it got, you just worked with it. That rvas the way it was,
even though it wasn't necessarily a rose garden, but you
knew you had to work.

We in America, I know, have made it into a special
kind of friendship - like Zsa Zia Gabor - she just
marries everybody instead of having lunch with thern.
(laughter). You can't knock it - you gotta hear that there
are two different strategies, one is - if you and I started
work together and then get to a place where we get
stuck, maybe it would be better for me and you to go
6nto somebody else and work with them. The other
thing is - it tends to stay somewhat superficial that way,
whereas when you have to $o through the pain and
suffering of having closed up to each other so that you
really hate each other. Then you've died and it starts to
$et interesting and that scares the hell out of us. We have
pride and we have all kinds of stuff to protect. I find it
thrilling and exciting and I'm iust at the beginning of my
play with Allah.

Do you think that the soul has a choice as to the
sexual gender in each incarnation?

Oh, I think so. All of us have been every'thing, many,
many times - at least on the planet - but everywhere
else too. This planet is trivial compared to everywhere
else.

How are we goingfor tirne?
We're doing fine. . .

OK. How much do you feel you are swayed or
influenced by the appearance of things?

What do you mean by aPPearance?
The wav something appears to be, the sulface- How

rnuch do youfeet you are influenced. by the sutface of
things or do you feel you've reached the point where
you can now cut through it?

No, I think that I am still very, very vulnerable. I don't
think that I am free enough yet, to be able to speak
directly from my heart, without vibrating. I still have to
work with rejection and I still $et stuck in my senses, in
terms of looking at an aeroplane and seein$ it as real and
seeing and treing at the airport as real. I can, if I stop for a
moment, flip out, trut still, it gets solid. It's a good dream
sequence, really takes me on a triP.

Very convincing?
Yeh, it gets solid. It's the issue of remembering and it

happens - the way I say it is - you forget just as often,
but you remember sooner - so that forgetting into it
and getting caught for twenty or thirty years - then it
gets down to a year and then a month and pretty soon
it's down to minutes. The minute you start to get stuck in
the solidity of it all, you start to feel a thickness. It's like
you've moved into a denser climate and you don't even
know what you got stuck in. You just know you $ot
stuck, but immediately you right yourself by whatever
method you use.

Just before you go' how did youfeel aboul Australia
this visit?

I was delighted, because I was here ten years ago and it
felt like being in Boston in the'4os and now I come here
and Sydney is like a clean San Francisco. I mean, it's not
jaded and the relative culture felt pristinely open, maybe
not with the juice necessary to make it all happen very
fast, because there's neither enough malaise nor discom-
fort, nor is there enough acting out of impulse,
everybody is very nice. . .

Is it a bit unnerving?
A little bit, but it's very pleasant. You kind of wish it

rvould get a little more ' . . you know. ' .'cause I'm
juiced up from living in those kinds of places. . ' but
still . . . oK I gotta C" . . .38

a spark of light in a sea of print .. .llle areairiez.

zifiuz is almost three years young
and in the twenty-eight issues to
date we have covered an enormous
range of topics including natural
cooking, gardening, health and
healing, alternative energy,
education, transport, housing,
agriculture - aspects of 20th
century living. we have also
publishecl features on Ahorigines,
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bush survival, whales and dolphins,
colour therapy, relationships, Tai
chi, the Year of the child and the
Year of the Disabled. We have
interviewed such leading
Australians as Jim Cairns, Harry
Butler, wll!iam Ricketts, Don chipp
and overseas people such as Marcel
Marceau, Samuel Avital, Paul
solomon and rmany others.
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